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A highly effective, maintenance-free and 
environmentally friendly alternative to stand alone 
grease traps. A unique formula which permanently 
breaks down Fats, Oils, Grease [FOGs] and starches 
keeping drains clear and free flowing.

A compact, wall-mounted dispenser automatically 
doses the patented multi-strain solution directly into 
the drain system without the need for you to remember. 
No blockages, no smells, just great peace of mind.

Mechline have put GreasePak through rigorous testing, 
providing customers with the utmost confidence in 
its effectiveness and quality. We are proud to say 
that it is the only product of its kind in the UK to be 
approved by the British Board of Agrément (BBA) as 
a recognised form of effective grease removal.

AN EffECTIvE 
SoluTIoN foR 
CAREfREE DRAIN 
mAINTENANCE

UK Building Regulations 2000,  
amended in April 2002, state that:

H1 Foul Water Drainage  
2.21 UK Building Regulations require that 
drainage serving commercial kitchens 
should be fitted with a grease separator 
complying with prEN 1825-1 and designed 
in accordance with prEN 1825-2 or other 
effective means of grease removal. 

GreasePak is a very effective means of  
grease removal and its powerful bio-fluid  
can help food service operations maintain 
clear, FOG-free drains.

The real answer to FOG is to not let 
it go down the drain in the first place 
but inevitably FOG gets into the drains; 
a practical alternative is the use of 
bioremediation to keep drains clear.” 

 -  Geoff Ward,  
Environmental Health consultant
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www.mechline.com
Tel: 0044 (0)1908 261511  Email: info@mechline.com
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Approved  
Thousands of installations, and 
the only bioremediation system to 
be BBA-approved for the building 
industry as an effective form of 
grease removal.

 eAsy To Use 
Simple operation and no 
maintenance - just peace of mind, 
every day. Set it and forget it.  
 
 
CompACT 
Choice of long-life, battery 
operated unit or mains-powered, 
the auto-dosing unit is small 
enough to be installed almost 
anywhere. Fit it alone or along 
with grease trap systems.
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